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MANAGING TRUSTEE'S MESSAGE 

It is a pleasure to present the 6
th

 Annual Report of Kalinga Kusum Foundation. This Report is 

dedicated to all the stakeholders of Kalinga Kusum Foundation, who have helped us to fulfill our 

dreams, our vision and our mission. 

In 2016-17, our main focus was on the “Child Rights Advocacy Initiative with the Hon’ble MLAs 

of Odisha”, collaboration between UNICEF Odisha and KKF, which strives to orient, sensitize 

and mobilize legislatures, across political parties, on key child and women related issues. 

Another major part of this initiative is the “Child-Friendly Constituency” initiative, started on 

an experimental pilot basis in Khandapada Constituency, Nayagarh District. KKF played a 

pivotal role in the execution and management of the initiative which focused on capacity 

building of primary & middle-school children along with the goal of creating panchayat-based 

resource persons to take up the issues surrounding children, their education, health and overall 

well being at the panchayat level. Our special thanks to UNICEF, Odisha for supporting us for 

which we are now able to engage over 25 Members of Legislative Assembly of 3 major political 

parties of the State by urging them to put women and child related issues at the forefront in their 

own constituencies as well as the State, and to be a voice for them during the all important 

Assembly Sessions. Our team has not only been successful at intervening at important points in 

the constituencies but, they have also managed to put more than 10 questions in the Assembly 

floor. Though this has been a difficult job for us and our partners but we are happy to work on 

such a unique project.  

In the year 2017-18, KKF has also forged some meaningful and all-important partnerships with 

National and State-based Institutions. Be it a knowledge partnership with leading educational 

institutions like National Law University, Odisha and Sri Sri University, Cuttack or, advocacy 

partnerships with National Commission for Women and Odisha State Commission for Women, 

KKF has lead from the front to create a network of like-minded people for true and sustainable 

social development of the people of our State. 

Though we have faced lot of challenges during the course of the year, but the team of KKF has 

done an excellent job and overcame the situation at their level best. I am confident that we will 

face the upcoming problems as well with courage and creativity. Despite the profuse challenges, 

team and volunteers have worked hard to successfully undertake several programs as mentioned 

in the following pages. I am also thanking to the board members and advisors, for their great 

contribution and support for the development of the organization.As we set out to achieve our 

goals, we thank you - our supporters who give us the much needed drive to go out and realize 

our vision of a happy, healthy and creative environment for all sections of society. 

 

(DIBYA CHAND SHUKLA) 
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Earlier in 2017, KKF team got for fortunate opportunity to brief the Hon’ble Chief Minister of 

Odisha, Sri Naveen Patnaik, about our elaborate advocacy program undertaken in the State 

with 25+ Hon’ble legislators and more than 50 Panchayati Raj Elected Representatives. The 

Hon’ble CM was kind enough to bestow few suggestions and feedback for our future goals 

and objectives which will help guide the organization for years to come. 
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ORGANIZATION‟S PROFILE 

Kalinga Kusum Foundation is a non-profit, policy research and advocacy group that addresses 

challenges tied to education, health, livelihood and overall empowerment in communities in the 

state of Odisha. It started its operations in 2011 with the goal of socio-economic independence 

and empowerment of those living on the edges of the society, with a special focus on children, 

youth, women, and tribal communities. 

Since its inception, KKF has worked relentlessly on its flagship “Legal Empowerment and 

Access to Justice Project”, along with the “Policy Research and Advocacy Initiative”, and 

the “Direct Impact Campaigns”; all of which primarily focus on improving institutional 

capacities of key justice service providers to enable them to effectively serve the disadvantaged; 

and on the other hand, on directly empowering the disadvantaged men, women and children to 

seek and demand justice services. 

The “Child Rights Advocacy Initiative with the Hon‟ble MLAs of Odisha”, a collaboration 

between UNICEF Odisha and KKF, strives to orient, sensitize and mobilize legislatures, across 

political parties, on key child and women related issues. Another major part of this initiative is 

the “Child-Friendly Constituency” initiative, started on an experimental pilot basis in 

Khandapada Constituency, Nayagarh District. KKF played a pivotal role in the execution and 

management of the initiative which focused on capacity building of primary & middle-school 

children along with the goal of creating panchayat-based resource persons to take up the issues 

surrounding children, their education, health and overall well being at the panchayat level. And 

lastly, through its “Social Impact and Innovation Lab”, KKF has been nurturing and guiding 

young minds through our college out-reach and in-house training/mentoring programmes; where 

students from various backgrounds and professions learn the ropes of social development sector.    

Kalinga Kusum Foundation has been successfully liaising and working with diverse strata of the 

society; tribal, youth and women community, Government officials, Panchayati Raj Institute 

members, legislators and other elected representatives, women, children, other civil society 

organizations, academia, media houses et al.  Over the years, KKF has forged meaningful 

partnerships with National and International bodies like VisionSpring, UNICEF, GIRLS NOT 

BRIDE, CII, NAMATI, NASSCOM, Microjustice4All, Sri Sri University, National Law 

University, Odisha State Commission for Women, National Commission for Women (NCW), 

etc.  

We at Kalinga Kusum Foundation practice strategic philanthropy. That means, going beyond 

charitable giving and focusing on investing in creating educational, social and economic value. 

Value is created because our initiatives and practices ultimately improve the quality of life and 

bolster economic prosperity in the hinterland. Strong presence and experience of working in 

almost all the districts of Odisha is another forte of KKF, which enables it to complete all its 

initiatives with the best possible impact and outcome.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the current year (FY 2018-19), the main goal of the organization is to create a state-based 

network of Government & elected representatives, colleges and institutions, to put in place a 

more robust and sustainable structure for knowledge support when it comes to the fight for 

women and child related issues. The organization has been successful in developing a good 

informal network of individuals and organizations committed for the development of our society 

in different right based approach for the poorest of the poor, children, youth and women. 

Looking into the significance, commitment and performance of KKF, UNICEF- Odisha has been 

kind enough to support us for the coming two years. 

The year 2017-18 has been quite an engaging year for the organization, specifically the 

engagement with 25 odd Members of Legislative Assembly (MLAs) for the UNICEF Project of 

“Child Rights Advocacy Initiative with the Hon‟ble MLAs of Odisha”. Also the engagement 

with the State govt. and district administration was quite thorough and constructive which 

resulted in establishing a rapport and developing an understanding of the new concept. 

Moreover, this year we were able to get Mr. Prafulla Samal, Minister, Women and Child 

Development, to join our informal group as the Convenor and guide. 

Even after 70 years of independence, the Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) of Odisha is 41. 1.87 lakh 

children of 6 to 14 years age group are out-of-school. A very high rate of malnourishment is also 

being seen in the state. The critical issue is that all most all the children do not have a voice, 

because they do not have the right to vote. Given this context Kalinga Kusum Foundation, in 

Partnership with UNICEF, has set out to urge politicians and elected representatives to put 

children first by giving due emphasis to child rights and children‟s voice during the State 

Assembly and in their party manifestos. 

We have always endeavored to make our existence felt by bringing meaningful changes in the 

lives of the most deprived section in the state. During the reported period the organization 

initiated some unique seminars/programmes in association with other state and national level 

organizations. It provided us with the opportunity to understand some other aspects of 

development and to pass on that benefit to the maximum number of under privileged and youths 

of our society which will help us to influence the existing state policy. 
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PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES IN THE YEAR 2017-18 

A. Child Rights Advocacy Initiative with the Hon‟ble MLAs of Odisha: 

                
(L) KKF team engaging the District Administration, Khandapada; (R) Discussion session for Hon’ble MLAs in Bhubaneswar 

  

This partnership between KKF and UNICEF, envisaged strengthening the active participation of 

law makers cutting across political parties in policy formulation, implementation and review 

processes with specific reference to realization of rights of the children within the legal and 

programming framework as issued by GoI and GoO. The partnership aims to influence the key 

law makers for better planning and greater resource allocation on sectors related to children. 

Regular dialogue and knowledge sharing within outside the partnership framework may help law 

makers to intervene at appropriate time and place, and take decision towards building a safe and 

protective environment for children of Odisha.  

 

In the year 2017-18, KKF has been successful in engaging more than 25 MLAs 2 Ministers, 50 

PRI members, across party lines, in advocacy related activities. Under the sustained initiative, 

KKF organized a series of one-on-one discussions, workshops/discussion sessions, learning 

visits, , assembly and constituency level engagements, etc, with more than 25 Hon‟ble legislators 

and 2 Ministers on various thematic issues such as health of mother and child (including routine 

immunization), mother and child nutrition, sanitation, hygiene and water, child protection issues 

like child labor, child marriage, child sexual abuse, corporal punishment and children in 

institutions, quality education in schools, juvenile justice and legal rights of children, etc. The 

team has also provided the Hon‟ble legislators with more than 10 Assembly Questions based on 

their observations made in the constituencies and a knowledge pack called, “Brief of Act and 

Policies”, with focus attention on the role a legislator could play in his constituency to ensure 

child safety and security.  

Furthermore, we have also brought the Hon‟ble Minister, Women and Child Development 

Department, Sri. Prafulla Samal, on-board our project as the Convener of this informal group and 

act as a guide to us.   
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B. Learning and Exposure Visit for Hon‟ble MLAs: 

Under the UNICEF-KKF project, we have been taking Hon‟ble MLAs from our informal group 

for short exposure visits to different states is one such strategy to orient the elected 

representatives on critical issues. In the past three years, study tours to Karnataka (Child 

Protection and meeting with the Legislative Group in the Vidhan Souda), Maharashtra 

(Nutrition Mission), and Kerala (Decentralized Governance) allowed them to witness first-hand, 

some successful models in areas of health, nutrition and child protection. MLAs have shared 

their experiences from these visits at meetings within their own constituencies as well as 

debriefing meetings within the larger group.  

 

In 2017, after the visit to Telangana on leadership and public health, which took place in ASCI, 

Hyderabad campus, two MLAs at their own initiative reviewed maternal and newborn care 

infrastructure in district hospitals in their constituencies. During the learning/exposure visit, 8 

MLAs from across party lines were showcased good practices across Government hospitals and 

maternity wards in Hyderabad and Nalgonda districts. The MLAs also got briefed on good 

practices and policies Telangana is undertaking by the Hon‟ble Health Minister of Telangana, 

Sri. C. Laxma Reddy and his team of Government officials.   

 

      
(L) Hon’ble MLAs at ASCI campus, Hyderabad with KKF and UNICEF teams; (R) Hon’ble MLAs from Odisha meeting the 

Hon’ble Health Minister of Telangana   

 

The visit to Telangana was followed up by a de-briefing session with the Hon‟ble WCD 

Minister, Sri. Prafulla Samal and members of the WCD standing Committee, where 8 members 

of our select group briefed the minister about the visit, what they have learned from it and how 

they see to implement it in their own areas.  

 

C. Continuing the „Child Friendly Constituency‟ efforts: 

In 2016, the team of Kalinga Kusum Foundation in collaboration with other NGO partners and 

UNICEF undertook steps towards creating Khandapada as a Child Friendly Constituency. In that 

light, the team trained the Gram Panchayat Resource Persons in various components of the 
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project and child rights at large. The team developed a newsletter capturing the developments of 

the project and disseminated it with the key stakeholders. Besides, the Gram Panchayat level 

sensitization workshops witnessed the team engaging with the stakeholders; Gram Panchayat 

members, parents, Anganwadi workers, teachers, ASHA workers et al. 

                   
(L) Re-orientation session of GPRPs; (R) A young member of panchayat based child clubs addressing the panchayat on 2nd Oct 

2017 

                   
(L) Hon’ble MLA of Khandapada Constituency and Collector of Nayagarh District addressing the Dist. Administration on CFC; 

(R) Hon’ble WCD Minister on a visit of witness CFC and to meet and greet the GPRPs and child club members 

Taking the efforts forward in 2017, KKF took helm of the ground activities along with the 

knowledge management of the CFC initiative. Re-engaging the GPRPs, reactivating the child 

clubs and re-orienting the Govt and PRI members. The initiative reached a major milestone once 

again October 2
nd

 2017 by successfully ensuring that the children from the clubs along with the 

GPRPs participate in 30+ “Child-Friendly Gram Sabhas” across the constituency to share child 

centric problems and issues in front of the Panchayat.  

Another major feat of the CFC project has been the visit from Hon‟ble Women and Child 

Development Minister, Sri. Prafulla Samal, to Khandapada, to witness first-hand and review the 

CFC initiative. During this half a day visit, the Hon‟ble Minister met with all the 44 GPRPs 

under of project and interacted with them regarding volunteerism and social service. He also 

spoke to the young GPRPs about the importance of civic sense and sense of belongingness to the 

community and how through such a volunteer program, not only are they getting trained and 

sensitized themselves but they have also become community leaders and role models in their 

panchayats. The Hon‟ble Minister also went on to visit one of the child clubs in the area and met 

with the 10 year old President of that club. Surprised by the child‟s tenacity and ability to speak 
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up against social evils the Minister was happy to see such young minds working to improve their 

community and village.  

D. Workshop for Hon‟ble MLAs of Odisha, on Budgeting and Public Finance for 

Children: 

With the assistance of UNICEF Odisha, KKF organized a workshop to sensitize 20 MLAs of 

Odisha Legislative Assembly on the issues related to budgetary processes. The session presented 

an opportunity for the Hon‟ble legislators to explore further their role in the budget development 

process in detail and deliberate on the State‟s expenditure priorities. Further, the Hon‟ble MLAs 

were also provided an exposure to social sector budgeting. 

                 
(L) and (R) MLAs from across party lines attending our budget session and discussion, Bhubaneswar 

The session witnessed engagement of the legislators on deliberations on the opportunity to the 

State and local governments to strive for inclusive development, focusing on the critical needs of 

the state. The workshop facilitated the legislators to delve deeper in the budgetary processes and 

contribute towards a comprehensive state budget as the Hon‟ble MLAs are also members of 

different standing committees within the OLA and/or steering the District Planning Committees. 

E. Child Rights and Social Accountability in Local Governance for Zila Parishad 

Presidents/Vice-Presidents: 

To promote the vision of the UNICEF-KKF partnership through the „Child Rights & Advocacy 

Initiative with Hon‟ble MLAs & PRI members, Odisha‟ and advance the convergence between 

policy makers and elected representatives through leader to leader advocacy can help achieve 

definitive commitments towards ensuring child rights.  

To further strengthen the existing structure of stakeholders, a Conference of the Zila Parishad 

Presidents and Vice Presidents was organized by UNICEF and Kalinga Kusum Foundation in 

December 2017, where 20 ZP Presidents and Vice-Presidents from across the State participated 

and engaged in discussions on decentralization of power, child-friendly panchayats and gender 

equality with experts from the State, UNICEF and KKF team.   
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(L) Experts disseminating information to ZP members present; (R) A lady ZP President speaking about the challenges and issues 

she faces in her area  

F. Engagement with State and National based Institutions: 

Ushering in a new chapter for KKF, our team conducted two State-level seminars under the 

wings of the National Commission for Women and the Odisha State Commission for Women. 

Under this flagship program, we aimed to impart gender sensitivity training and discuss the role 

a women plays in her community and home.  

With the themes being, “Role of Women in WASH” for NCW and “Gender Sensitization 

Program for the Youth of Kalahandi” for SCW (which turned out to be SCW‟s first official 

engagement in the district), we managed to reach around 1000 women, adolescent girls, college 

students and other civil society organizations.  

              
(L) Participants, trainers, academicians present in our NCW event; (R) One of our Advisory Board Member, Sri. S.N. Seth 

presenting mementos to resource persons at our SCW event                

G. Training and Capacity Building: 

Like earlier years, the team members of Kalinga Kusum Foundation tried to strengthen the 

capacity of the students of different universities of National Law University, Odisha, Sri Sri 

University, Cuttack, KIIT School of Law, Bhubaneswar, Delhi University, UPES, Dehradun, 

ILS, Pune, Amity University, IIT Kanpur, etc,  by giving them practical knowledge on building 

project proposals, blog writing, report writing, minutes of events, organizing programmes, social 
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media management & programme documentation etc., based on their respective area of interest 

during their internship/training programme.  

      
Through such discussions group, KKF tries to bring together students and professional from different backgrounds and debate 

about various issues from their perspective 

H. Art, culture and Lifestyle: 

 

In furtherance of our goal to preserve, protect and popularize tribal art, culture and lifestyle, KKF 

got the fortunate opportunity to partner in the 16
th

 Paraja Festival taking place in Thuamul 

Rampur Block of Kalahandi District in the month of February 2018.  

The festival has been a symbol of tribal art and culture and KKF feel pride in partnering with the 

endeavor of local groups and communities to showcase, highlight and preserve their way of life.  

 

        
Dance troupes, artists from across the State and people from nearby panchayats graced the 3 day festival with zest and fervent 

enthusiasm, Thuamul Rampur, Kalahandi 

 

I. Our Direct Impact Campaigns: 

 

Eye and Dental Camps- Furthering our philanthropic cause, KKF undertook two major eye and 

dental care camps in the Shikharchandi slum of Bhubaneswar. Spread over a span of two weeks 

in November 2017, KKF along with KIIMS and IDS, Bhubaneswar, conducted a mega eye-

testing, spectacle distribution and dental check-up camp. Participants from across the slum and 

nearby areas came in numbers and helped us make the effort a success.  
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Doctors, experts and medical professionals from medical colleges and hospitals across the city help KKF conduct such camps 

through the city, throughout the year 
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WAY FORWARD 

 

With the further involvement in the “Child Friendly Constituency” initiative, the KKF team has 

been exposed to the grassroots situation and this has resulted in enhancement of understanding of 

the overall situation of different Child rights issues and functioning of different government 

policies and schemes. The ground level experience which we have garnered from Khandapada 

has helped us reinforce our knowledge regarding ground-based activities has enhanced our one-

on-one dialogues with the Hon‟ble MLAs. Also the visits of KKF team to some of the 

constituencies to observe and assist the Hon‟ble MLAs have put needed pressure on the 

implementing officials to perform and deliver better. 
 
All the efforts have opened up more avenues for positive engagement with State government and 

District Administration outside the realm of this UNICEF project and have taken KKF to the 

next level in the social development sector within the State and the Country. Engagements with 

NCW, SCW, NLUO, Sri Sri University, DAV college of Management, KIIT School of Law, etc, 

have borne fruitful results and have helped KKF reach out to other sections of the society as 

well.  
 
The preceding year has been a great learning for all in the organization, but there were some 

challenges. It was also an opportunity of learning and to strive for better. The major problems 

faced during the year were shortage of staff, effective coordination with MLAs other than those 

who are already in our informal group and partner organizations which will be slowly overcome 

by the staffs during the coming years as they gain exposure and necessary skills. 

 
As KKF operates in partnerships, the team depends mostly on others to carry the work forward. 

Sometimes it is difficult to coordinate among Civil Society Organizations which is also a 

platform for the organization for building networks. 

 
Recent experience shows that, the organization could play an instrumental role in change in the 

life and living of the poor and dispossessed with the help of efficient legislative leaders and it 

can also lead the dialogue around social development and its related issues at the State and 

National level.  
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KKF IN MEDIA 

2017 

                                                                                          
(L) Sambad Coverage of the Workshop for Hon’ble MLAs Odisha on Budgeting and Public Finance held at Press Club of 

Odisha, Bhubaneswar; (R) Sambad Coverage of District Level Review Meeting in Khairpur, Chitrakonda 

                                                                                                                                                              
Eye and dental check up in Chandrasekharpur and Sikharchandi slum, Bhubaneswar 

2018 

     
Media Coverage of our Workshop on Gender rights in Bhawanipatna; (C & R)Media coverage of the workshop on “Role of 

Women in WASH” held in Bhubaneswar by Indian Express, Nitidin and Sambad, etc 
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OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM 

 

Mr. Dibya Chand Shukla, Managing Trustee and Head, Projects and Operations 

 

Mr. Sanjit Behera, Head, Programs 

 

Kamala Kanta Dash, Senior Research Fellow 

 

 

Mr. Siddharth Mohanty, Program Manager 

 

Ms. Swati Tanmaya Mishra, Programme Associate 

 

Mr. Lalit Prasad Patro, Project Associate 

 

Ms. Priyadarshi Pal, Associate Consultant 

 

OUR ESTEEMED ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS 

 

Mr. Sujeet Kumar, Founder, Mentor & Advisor 
 
 
Padmashri Prof. Anil K. Gupta 
 
Mr. Amar Patnaik 
 
Mr. A. V. Swamy 
 
Mr. Satya Narayan Seth 

 

OUR VALUED PARTNERS 

 

 UNICEF  

 VisionSpring 

 CII- Confederation of Indian Industry 

 SAID 

 Government of Odisha 

 National Commission for Women 

 Odisha State Commission for Women 

 National Law University, Odisha 

 Sri Sri University, Odisha 

 North Odisha University, Baripada  


